
 

 

YOUTH CAMP STAFF POSITIONS 

Camp is all about the students!! All volunteer staff should understand that they are not 
guaranteed any certain role, but come to camp knowing they are willing to serve in any 

capacity the camp needs, in order to create a life changing week for students.  
 

CABIN DEAN – Dean is the position that helps the Camp Directors and Head Deans carry out 
some of the overall oversight of the camp process and leadership. Deans are assigned to 
help oversee 1-2 cabins they will serve for the week. 

Some of the responsibilities of the Dean are: 

Evaluating for room checks each morning, helping the room coaches of your cabins 
with any conflicts/behavior or general questions, helping to oversee the traffic in the 
lobby during an assigned service, helping in concessions at an assigned time, helping 
to oversee conduct and traffic during an assigned lunch or dinner time, helping to 
provide supervision at late night events across the campgrounds, and more. More 
details and schedules will be provided to you at camp. 

ROOM COACH – Room Coach is the position with the highest responsibility and interaction 
with the students. These adults are mainly with the students in their room 24/7 and need to 
know where their students are at all times. 

Some of the responsibilities of a coach are: 

Wake up students, oversee room cleaning, make sure your room shows up for Kitchen 
Patrol at your assigned meal, lead small group talk time, oversee guidelines and 
overall behavior of your students, mediate conflicts and conversations in your cabin 
room, help students study for bible quiz, cheering your students on, praying for your 
students at altar calls, reminding them to see the nurse for medications, and overall 
keeping them on schedule for the week. More details and a schedule will be provided 
to you at camp. 

REC ASSISTANT – Rec Assistant is the position that is the most involved with the camp interns 
and helping the overall function of the recreational activities. These include bible quiz, room 
v. room games, big color games, open rec activities, and late-night activities. 

Some of the responsibilities of a Rec Assistant are: 

Attending meetings every morning with Rec Director to learn the games for the day, 
refereeing games, facilitating bible quiz questions and scoring, helping to set up and 
tear down some rec activities, serving the Rec Director and rec team leaders with 
anything they need, staying positive and encouraging to students and leaders to help 
them participate and have fun! More details and schedules will be provided to you at 
camp. 


